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"$2 Million A Year ClickBank Profiteer Raids
Google for $1,456 Each Day, With New Software..."
If you're feeling locked out of the "make money" game because you don't have hours to
spare, or money to burn on another dead-end ebook.. then I have some incredible news for
you.
It took me almost 9 months, and over $60,000 in development costs, ...but...
I've finally 'cracked' it...
I've created the ultimate 'point and click' software tool which we have already used to raid Google for gains
like $69,853 in 48 days and $1,477 in 24 hours...
My Automated Google System...
• can be slotted into your day whenever you choose, allowing you to quickly make sneaky "Google raids"
• A complete "no brainer" way to siphon off a second income with Google - no fancy jargon, no decision
making, nothing to interpret.
Clone our software and dip into the ClickBank cash mountain just by following our secret
signals...
Here's the incredible story of how it happened...
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PROOF: $42,157 in 16 days....
(That's $2,634 Each Day ... all from Google Adwords!)

New, "Click and Profit" Breakthrough Software
Snatches $2,657 From Google In 24 Hours...
I know you're sick and tired of over-hyped promises about how much you can make online. I know youre
tired of exaggerated claims regarding home-based business opportunities.
Believe me, I was once the same.
But bear with me a few moments, because you're about to discover a proven system that allows you to play
the Google game by your own rules, and on your own timetable.
A tool that gives you everything you need to profit... a tool created by a $2 million / year industry
outsider, who has already trained up over 31,000 of your peers...
This is the closest thing you'll ever get to "connect the dots" Google profiteering...
In fact, I believe this can work for anyone - and in a moment, I will invite you to put this to the test,
completely risk-free.
But first, I want to see if we are on the same page...
I must STOP wasting my money on rehashed ebooks and bloated Adwords costs
I want to make quick Google raids using a proven, automated system
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I accept that the only way I will ever take my cut of a $6 billion industry, is by
abandoning everything I thought I knew...

"How we pulled in $69,853 with
one ugly little Google ad..."
My name is Chris - and I am the man who single-handedly launched the fastest selling affiliate training
guide in the industry, and trained up over 30,000 ClickBank wealth-seekers using my underground tactics.
For the past 3 years I have lived, breathed, studied and practically spent every minute 'shadowing' the
biggest, best and most successful underground Clickbank affiliates in the Internet Marketing industry.
And I'll be upfront with you... I'm not a computer whiz or a guru. I'm a normal affiliate just
like you.
What makes me different is I know something very few people in the world know, something
I can guarantee you wont have heard about before...
I'm about to tell you a story of how I infiltrated a "secret society" whose members were quietly skimming
piles of cash from a "billion dollar game", and all from the comfort of their own home.

They've been quietly helping themselves to a giant mountain of cash - and now
its your time to dig your shovel in...
This closely guarded tactic has made them millions - and they don't want anyone to know about it. One 34
year old, ex-lawyer used this exact formula to pump out as much as $30,000 in one day.
Another savvy marketer makes $40,000 net profit each month from just one of these little-known
techniques.
How do I know this?
Because I was there when they developed this formula, and I saw first hand how they could
systematically harvest thousands of dollars each day from the Internet.
If anyone knew what they were doing, the competition would crowd in like a pack of hyenas. And so, for
months, no-one was talking.
Until now, that is...
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Google Nemesis
The system we used to raid Google
●

●

●

Clone our "click and profit" software &
training system
.
Access a proven $60,000 Google tool &
make quick "Google raids"
Profit using our hands-off, cash-pulling
web-site templates

This is the true story of how I broke their secret code and made as
much as $42,150 in two weeks with one "little Google ad"
What the members of this secret society were doing is 100% legal and completely private. I confess I wanted
"in" for one reason and one reason alone - I wanted to clone their methods and make myself and my inner
circle extremely wealthy.
Naturally, I wanted to test drive these secretive tactics - I had to prove to myself that it could
generate serious cash before I committed fully and joined this "shadowy circle" myself.
I succeeded in my quest - and now that I've blown the lid on their lucrative caper, you could join me as my
"partner in crime" too.
What I'm about to share with you could bring in enough cash for you to live your wildest dreams.
And here's the good news... you no longer have to dream because this is 100% real.
This is not some dry theory - I've been quietly profiting by playing a "loaded game" (previously kept secret
by a wealthy and silent elite)
And you're about to discover how you can clone this exact step by step "secret blueprint" and profit yourself.

The next few moments will expose you to highly sensitive information... if you
truly want to dramatically increase your income then keep reading...
Through a long process of listening, studying, meeting the right people, picking up hints, gradually
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uncovering small pieces of the jigsaw and fishing for clues, I was able to piece together an intriguing
scenario that is totally unsuspected by the average affiliate.
It took me several months of research, but here's what I uncovered...
• there exists a secret group of affiliates called the shadow elite (that's my own name for them - in truth,
they remain nameless and private).
• they make huge amounts of money using their special hands-off system.
• the 100,000 active CB affiliates don't even notice...
And... now I knew their secret!
But why do so few people know about the movements of this shadow elite?
Well, I'm going to take a risk and share a couple of "inner circle secrets" with you. Many of them aren't
going to make for pleasant reading. But they could have an enormously positive effect on your bank balance
- if youre prepared to take these points on board.
What I discovered was breathtakingly simple and would change my life forever.
And it could change your's too. It's this...

Their Simple, Life-Changing Google Formula...
Here's the exact formula, the elite use, the very same formula I used to pump out an
easy second income with Google...
STEP 1
You review our special guide and log onto our website and see which products have
been highlighted for you as hot
STEP 2
You look for your special "shadow elite" indicators. It's almost like a combination lock if you don't know the code, you will never discover the secret bounty hiding inside the
vault.
But once someone (an insider) hands you the code, and the numbers line up, you could
well be in profit within minutes.
These secret indicators surface rarely - but when you spot these tell-tale signs, you can
be sure that a hot profit opportunity is right around the corner.
STEP 3
To stack the deck even more firmly in our favour, we launch our campaign with one of
3 proven website templates and create our Google ads using a very narrow, specific
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formula. We then sit back and wait for the automated software to flag the profit
opportunities for us.
That's all there is to it. Once our campaign is live, we don't need to sit around waiting
for the action to unfold. All you need to do is check daily to see how the campaign is
doing.

The smart money moves swiftly and brutally - with devastatingly
profitable purpose...
If the campaign is hot, then the "smart money" gets itself into a position to take advantage. We sit back and
wait, then suddenly and without warning pounce for the kill.
This new method of profiting takes very little time once you are upto speed. Most affiliates spend hours
setting up their campaigns, tweaking their ad spend, and struggling to guess where the money was being
made.
The shadow elite approach seemed to dispense with all of that. The maximum time needed
was just a few hours each week - on many days, there was no action to be taken whatsoever.
Moreover, I discovered that the shadow elite have access to their own secret software which did most of the
work for them. It reduced hours of work to a couple of clicks.
Nobody even knew what they were upto - they just profit silently from their own homes.
And how do I know all this? Because this is the exact formula I pieced together during my careful research
of the elite affiliates, and it's this exact method I used to siphon off a tasty second income with Google.
Are you comfortable with having such an unfair advantage over 100,000 other affiliates?
Having slowly pieced together what this shadow elite was upto, I could see that this was completely
different - I knew it could work for me. And it took me 3 years to say it, but it could well work for you too...

STOP: Before you buy another e-book or money-making system
(you need this information)...
If you're anything like the 30,000 affiliates that my team and I have trained over the last couple of years, ...
I'm sure you get bombarded with ebooks, software and live seminars from gurus and super-affiliates
offering you their latest 'must-have' rehashed and outdated 'make-money' programs all the time.
I also know from experience of training affiliates that...you're probably curious about a lot of these 'systems,'
but you don't want to waste your money on expensive failures.
Perhaps you've been burned too many times and are sick of broken promises.
I know only too well how much it hurts when you follow a 'proven' system or 'can't fail' money-making
method that loses you money.
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Let me ask you: how familiar is this? When you first see a new ebook or program, you get a sudden rush of
excitement and expectation. You are more than happy to hand over your money to the vendor and you
desperately hope this one will be different.
Then you try to follow the methods - and it all goes wrong, AGAIN...
Suddenly, the system is not quite as simple as they first made out or the techniques don't work quite as the
track record claimed. You get stuck on a problem using the system and the 'guru' fails to answer your
queries or concerns. Then your first campaign loses money. You panic.
Then you launch more losing campaigns, one after the other in rapidly terrifying succession. Now, you don't
know where to turn, or what to do and you end up nursing a huge loss and yet more frustration.
All you want is something that works.
You have spent hundreds, if not thousands of dollars already on get rich quick products... and by the end of
this year you'll probably have wasted another couple of hundred dollars on useless ebooks... and you already
know that you probably won't make a single cent back.
Not so long ago, I was just like you, depressed and angry at myself for failing to 'crack' game
of making money online as a Clickbank affiliate.
I haven't got the time or indeed the desire to dredge up all my own failures of the past to show you that I
understand your situation right now.
What I am going to do, is to change your future, starting right here, right now...

It's not your fault...
It really isn't your fault. Chances are you were hoodwinked by a string of false promises, skewed figures and
bloated sales hype.
And the main reason it isn't your fault is this: you haven't got the luxury of time.
You haven't spent hours and hours watching these industry gurus at length to discover every last secret they
use to amass an absolute fortune online while you struggle to make a living everyday.
You haven't been able to go behind the curtain of darkness to uncover what is really going on
when the lights go out...
Well, that pain ends once and for all - today...
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Don't stop reading until you realise these important
facts...
To operate this proven system, you need a willingness to break away from the current
methods you are using and embark on a new path that leads away from failure and
towards success.
Here are a few things you DON'T need...
YOU DON'T need to know a thing about affiliate marketing to profit from this because we have designed the system so that even a 9 year old can operate it. And
because our methods run counter to the mainstream methods the gurus are teaching,
the newer you are to the game, the better you're likely to do.
YOU DON'T need a website - in fact, our push-button software will create an
unlimited number of cash-pulling web pages for you quickly and easily, without you
having to learn a single thing about HTML or any of that 'techie' rubbish.
YOU DON'T need piles of money - because our tool can actually "predict" conversion
rates, the amount needed to launch a campaign is slashed and sliced to near
nothingness.

In fact we've eliminated all the hard work so
you can sit back and profit...
YOU CAN get started within 30 minutes - my methods work for anyone, and because I
will walk you through my push-button software by the hand, there's no excuse not to
profit
YOU CAN clone my exact blueprint - Google nemesis is not about some academic
theory. The website templates you will have in a few moments are the exact same ones
that have made us as much as $2k a day from a dead-start, and the renegade formula
behind the system is the same one we swiped from the six figure affiliates...
YOU CAN profit part-time, working only a few minutes each day. Once you're up to
speed, the entire process will take as little as 20 minutes per day. I like to make my
money and live my life - and I always tell my students to work at their own pace. Its
your life, and with money as a non-issue, you can finally live it...
YOU CAN relax. No decision making or intense thinking of any kind is required from
you. This system has been completely set up to be a "copy and paste" way of profiting.
The green light flags the profit opportunities, and you pounce for the kill.

"The real deal in a sea of B.S...."
As you already know, I make over a million dollars per year with clickbank and Google. I've taught over
30,000 affiliates via my books and methods...
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But up until now, I've held something back from my books and courses - a little-known method which, if
you qualify, could allow you to dig your shovel into a massive cash mountain and generate a consistent
second-income from home.
But before we proceed, I need you to understand something...

What I'm about to reveal may shock you and go against
many of your preconceived notions of making money...
But don't worry - being "shocked" by this closely guarded secret has enabled me to craft a wealthy and free
life for myself, my family and friends.
My money-making methods are not the usual "ivory-tower" B.S. - I'm here to speak from experience, from
the heart, using tried and tested no-nonsense, no-frills techniques that you can instantly use to make
money.
I give you the real deal: stuff you can do on your computer, with clear direction in a
straightforward step-by-step format, so you can just plug it and play.
That's what you need and that's what has been denied you for so long by the powers that be in this sick joke
of an industry called internet marketing.
If its okay with you, I'm just going to plunge in and tell you everything about this amazing money-making
idea. That way you can get started on the path to wealth without delay. It's the story of how I made a
massive amount of cash, in just a few months at home from a PC - and how you can follow me...
I'm deadly serious...this is a very serious proposition from a very serious super affiliate to you. And it is one
that you should be quick to snatch right out of my hands before your competition
It's the story of how I discovered a secret group who I call the shadow elite. They use a very specific and near
effortless formula to consistently pump thousands of dollars from the Internet.
And, in fact, the story starts with me sitting in your seat, almost two years ago...

"From unemployable no-hoper to cash
millionaire in less than a year..."
I'll start by telling you what I'm not. I'm not a super guru or an internet genius.
Instead, I'm just a regular grass-roots affiliate - like you. The difference between us isn't the "techniques". It
isn't even the million dollars sitting in my account. The different is simply this: I got lucky.
Before I got into Internet marketing, I was working in a call centre for a dollar over the minimum wage. I
hated the job, I resented the poverty. And then one day a friend of mine introduced me to the world of
business opportunities. Right away, out of sheer desperation, I became a rabid buyer. Stop me if any of this
sounds familiar...
Over the next six months or so, I tried every business opportunity going: from paid-to-shop
to survey systems, from MLM to eBay, from AdSense to gambling systems.
Then, in early 2006, my gambles finally paid off.
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I hit on affiliate marketing.
It seemed like it was the perfect, low-capital, easy-to-implement business I had been looking for. No stock,
no overheads, no customer service.

I knew instantly that this was the business for me.
At the time I thought that simply being an affiliate was enough to guarantee me financial freedom and take
away all of my worries. Sadly, I was wrong.
At the time, I bought all the popular guides in them and followed them down to a tee. I used all the popular
methods you have probably tried - Google Adwords, list building, article marketing... I tried them all, but
nothing worked. Nothing.
And then one day, out of sheer desperation, I made a few changes to some of my affiliate promotions, and
left my computer. When I retuned, I was stunned. I knew my affiliate account would be the same...but
instead what I saw was sales. Several hundred dollars worth!
This might not seem like much to you, but at the time it meant everything.
That single moment validated my dreams, all the hard work I had put in.
That night, I made that same change to all of my affiliate campaigns, and within a few weeks, my earnings
exploded exponentially. My income hit $50 a day, then $200... until, in September 2006, I was making over
$1,000 a day with ClickBank and Google.
And then, sitting in a hotel room in Rome, it came to me: I had to create a blueprint that detailed precisely
how I had gone from zero to $1,000 a day in well under a year...

Within hours, all hell broke loose
That blueprint, known as "Affiliate Project X" finally went live on October 6th 2006. Instantly, all hell broke
loose. Despite no "formal launch", the information went viral. Almost 6,000 failing affiliates scrambled to
discover how I was able to make so much money, so quickly.
The records fell one after the other, and yet the real results were happening in homes across the planet:
affiliates began to finally convert off Adwords, and some of those who took action made as much as $800 in
their first 24 hours.
All the while, the gurus stood and watched, helpless.
The reason the ebook was such an instant hit was that I did something that no other affiliate had ever done
before: I revealed the closely held secrets I swiped from the underground wealth-seekers. I wasn't trying to
play the game of holding back on information that had made me rich.
I wanted to reveal all, spill my guts to the entire online community and alert struggling affiliates about the
techniques that I had personally profited from, while 99% of affiliates languished in poverty, spinning their
wheels, and getting nowhere fast.
I told all in my guide, and I paid the price for it: the gurus all hated me for it. But 6,000
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affiliates became my fans overnight.
And then, as the madness peaked, I decided to disapear from view - for six months I went underground yet
again. This time, I sought out the most profitable affiliates on the planet, met with them, and aggressively
assimilated their knowledge.
After the release of Affiliate Project X, I suddenly had access to a brand new and powerful world, where I
began to meet some of the world's most successful Internet Entrepreneurs.
I was suddenly thrust head first into this crazy world where I met people making more in a single day than I
made in an entire month! Now, I just had to find out what these guys were doing.
So I embarked on a year long journey that took me across several continents and numerous
countries, meeting all these top underground marketers to learn their secrets.
The information I "swiped" from the best in the game pushed my income to the $1million/year level,... and
in January 2007, I took stock of my progress yet again.

The records all fell a second time.
I decided, it was time to switch the game up one last time, and on February 3rd, 2007, I released a guide
which would finally set the record straight, a guide you may know as Day Job Killer.
The internet marketing world was in shock at what happened next: word of mouth drove hundreds of
thousands of affiliates to my site for the truth. In the first 24 hours alone, over 5,000 copies were sold. Once
more, the smart affiliates took action and, once more, the most dedicated ones made as much as $600 their
first day applying my devastating new tactics.

And Then We Dropped Our Secret Weapon
To buttress our status as the kings of the underground, we stunned the Internet Marketing world again late
last year, when we developed our ground-breaking revolutionary software tool, the Google Assassin: a
$45,000 software 'suite' which we used to spy on our competition and quietly siphon off thousands from
ClickBank.
When we unveiled it, it was a massive success beyond even our expectations: we enrolled over 5,000
members within the first week of launch, yet again enabling many members to 'claw' their way out of the rat
race...
But all the while I knew that there was something missing from my formula, despite all the testimonials,
irrespective of the tens of thousands of dollars my customers were making...

Last year, I spent $45,000 to clone myself - but it still wasn't enough...
When we released Google Assassin, we included over a dozen different elements, tools and training systems.
It was easily the most advanced affiliate training system ever released on the web (needless to say it cost me
a chunk of change to build: $40k, and over 9 months of my programmers' expensive time working round
the clock, 24/7)...but there was just one problem: some of the members were overwhelmed by it all. It was
just too advanced for the average novice affiliate...
They wanted a simple, copy-and-paste tool that did it all for them. They cried out for simplicity above all
else. They wanted us to take our dozen different tools, an entire package which cost us over $40,000 and
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took us more than nine months to develop, and to condense it into a single stand-alone weapon of affiliate
doom.
In short, they wanted the impossible - an all-inclusive, simple but powerful system.
So we got to work...I sat down with my crack team of programmers, and brain-stormed the different
options. If I'm honest, I was sceptical that we would ever pull it off.
And so I put the concept of an all-in-one cash-pulling super tool completely out of my mind.
And then, in January of this year, I received an e-mail that would change everything...

January 2008: one of my students stumbled upon a shocking
Adwords secret... harvesting a single keyword for $3k a day...
In January 2008, I was looking to launch a service managing people's Adwords Campaigns, and got in
touch with one of my previous customers who had his own service already doing this.
While talking about the business, he sent me an e-mail that shocked me:

Apparently, one of my Day Job Killer students was making over $3,000 a day with ClickBank and Google
Adwords.

The strange thing? He was doing it with a single keyword.
Despite being one of the top ClickBank marketers, I had never seen anything like this before in my life. I just
had to find out exactly what this guy was up to.
After a few e-mails back and forth, and some further digging, I discovered what he was
doing...
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Frankly, it was pure genius - it was the sort of thing that made you slap yourself on the head and say "why
on earth didn't I think of this before?"
He had simply taken one of my post powerful techniques, and turbo-charged it beyond all
recognition.
He was systematically harvesting Google to the tune of $3k a day. At the time, I remember staring blankly at
the screen, wondering how he did it.
As I sat there, staring at this one little Google ad that had pulled in so much so quickly, I started thinking
how this was exactly what affiliates wanted - SIMPLICITY - something which (despite my incredible wealth
and success) I hadn't been able to offer to my trainee affiliates...until NOW.
So the whole thing got me thinking, having numerous sleepless nights of analysis and deep contemplation.
Then it dawned on me: I was making things too complicated, these people were looking for something
SIMPLE that would work for them, VERY QUICKLY.
They were looking for a 'push-button' system that would do all the hard work for them, so they could fasttrack their way to success in record time.
They didn't want to have to spend weeks or even months studying, learning, experimenting and enduring a
string of small failures before they finally struck online gold.

And who could blame them?
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I was determined to find a way to replicate my best techniques and automate them for the benefit of
struggling affiliates everywhere.
It took my programmers and I nearly 8 months and over $60,000 but we've finally cracked
it: we've developed the ultimate Adwords PPC profit tool anyone can use to 'grab' a second income in your
spare time...and we've called it the Google Nemesis.

PROOF: Another $30,100 in 2 weeks....
(That's $940 Each Day ... from just one more Google ad!)

Who else wants to make a side income as a part-time Googlegrabber?
It's taken me over 2 years to say it, but today marks the release of a tool that is about to bust a billion dollar
industry wide open for a small number of very lucky wealth seekers.
And let's be clear on something: you won't be reeling in millions of dollars right away. But it is entirely
possible that, you can dive into the Google game and siphon off a modest part-time income from the
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comfort of your living room.
In fact, if you can count, you have all the qualifications required to use my tool.

If you can count, you could reel in a second income
from home using this brand new Google tool...
I've had a lot of experience over the last few years - I've personally coached dozens of people, trained up
over 30,000 affiliates using my methods, and designed many of the tactics and tools that are used by
affiliates across the world today.
But if theres one thing I've learnt, it's that the technology learning curve is one of the biggest obstacles to
successful affiliate marketing. So in creating Google Nemesis, I have eliminated ALL technical aspects from
the campaign process...

When I say you need zero experience
with Google, I'm deadly serious....
In fact, I'd rather you didn't have an interest in tracking ID's, quality scores and conversion rates. If you get
your thrills from tweaking your ad copy, then by all means have a go. But to be honest, Google Nemesis is
probably NOT for you.
Instead, this is a tool that walks you by the hand through every stage of your profiteering. It
works only if you cast independent thinking to one side and follow my simple formula down
to the letter.
And in case you're thinking - "this all sounds too good to be true", you are entirely right....

This all comes with a very important catch...
Youre going to need a few qualities to join my secretive club - and its only fair that I spell them out from the
start.
After all, you should understand that this is highly sensitive information, and I only want serious, like
minded people to join. In short, this proven system simply isn't for everyone.
Firstly you need discipline. You need the discipline to follow my step by step instructions to the
letter.
Sounds easy? I wonder. Many people get clever and think they know better than me, despite my years of
experience working with thousands of affiliates. They are tempted to tinker with my proven system, despite
the tens of thousands of dollars I invested in it.
If you haven't got the discipline to follow my clear and concise instructions, it's best for us to part company
now.
The second quality you will need is the ability to be completely covert and discreet. It's tempting to want to
brag about your new found success - but it will simply ruin the party for everyone else.
In fact,....
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You're going to need a "cover story" to
explain your sudden success...
There's a reason that this shadow elite moves in silence - people resent new money. So we've found its best
to make your easy money from home and keep your head down.
If you're the kind of person who likes to boast how they are in a secret society making thousands from
home, then this might not be for you.
Are we on the same page here?
If so, I'd like to show exactly what this silent elite does to generate consistent cash each day...

The problem with ClickBank & Google In 2008...
If you are struggling to profit as an affiliate, I know exactly what you are going through.
If you're like one of the hundreds of wealth-seekers we surveyed, you're finding it hard
to eek out a profit with Adwords.
If you aren't using my software, you're at a huge disadvantage, and in 2008, it's only
getting worse...
PAIN #1: SPENDING HOURS RESEARCHING KEYWORDS, AND STILL HAVING TO
DROP HALF A MONTHS WAGE TO DISCOVER THE WINNER
If you want to promote a product, and start seeing sales right away, you don't really
have a choice - you need to go through the search engines. Get the right product on the
right keywords, and you can mess up your ad copy, overbid and still profit. Get the
keyword wrong, and your situation is hopeless.
And do you know the really messed up part? You don't know which keywords are the
winners until you've already dropped hundreds - a process that cuts out 99% of grassroots affiliates, the very guys who need it the most.
THE CURE: I walk you through every stage of using Nemesis to find the profitable
keywords in a mere fraction of the time it took before.
Our patented sales prediction technology flags the hot keywords within the first few
clicks - tracking several key indicators that allow us to accurately prophesize which
keywords are the winners before you get any sales...
PAIN #2: NEEDING AN IT DEGREE JUST TO LAUNCH A CAMPAIGN
Assuming you know what keywords work with which products, there's still a problem...
you have to create the site. So, in all, you need to learn html coding, write your copy,
design your site, code your page and setup your tracking links. If you're like most
affiliates, even after all that, you'll end up with broken links, hit-and-miss-copy, and
nothing but trouble. It's a painful and expensive process, even for the most determined
affiliate.
THE CURE: For the first time, we have taken all the elements of a successful campaign,
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from the website creators to our proven review templates, from our patented keyword
formula to a selection of royalty-free images pre-built in, and hidden "them" in one allinclusive tool. Whenever you load up Nemesis, they're there, running in the
background - but you can completely forget about them. All you need to do is look for
the secret signals and follow the prompts.
For the first time ever, the entire affiliate marketing process has been reduced to a
simple "point and click" procedure with absolutely no complicated tasks to peform.

How does Google Nemesis generate profit opportunities?
I can't really "lift the hood" and show you how the tool comes up with its picks. Firstly, because I have a very
lucrative system to protect. If you'd spent over $100,000 and 12 months investing in cutting edge
technology, you'd be reluctant to give your secrets away too.
Secondly, it would take me maybe 30 pages to explain the reasoning behind it all - and I doubt you have any
interest in the inner workings of my covert system.
What I will say is this: I've been running an online business since 2006 and over that time
I've learnt not one but dozens of factors affect the profitability of a campaign - and that's why
people fail.
Most important of all, are the money movements of the elite affiliates. Detect which promotions the fat cats
and underground "big money" makers are running,... while they are cleaning up,... and join them.
Its this single, powerful principle that's the cornerstone of my Day Job Killer and Project X guides - and
made them underground sensations, breaking all known records on Clickbank.
So I've taken this powerful principle and pushed it to the extreme with Nemesis.
I've extracted the most potent ingredient in all my previous guides and embedded it into the Google
Nemesis guide, but now there are 2 big differences...
• my methods have now been seriously updated, all my very best techniques have been refined into one
incredibly simple tool which pinpoints the hottest campaigns
• my formula is 100% hidden in google nemesis... it's there, ticking away in the background whenever you
use the software. But that's the beauty of the software, you don't even have to understand how it works, or
the mechanics behind the system.
You can completely forget it's there, you just follow it and you get the result you want in much the same way
that you don't think have to understand how your engine works when you drive you car...but it gets you
where you need to go...
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The ultimate weapon to make quick and easy "Google
raids"...
So, how do I know without a shadow of a doubt, that the Google Nemesis software tool
absolutely blows any other 'system' out there completely out of the water?
Because it solves every single problem you're currently having as an
affiliate seeking to succeed in the online money game. FACT.
So, before you waste your money paying for another 'all-singing-all-dancing' software
system...let me answer these key questions for you:
• Does the software tool actually make money? We have tested the system
exhaustively over the last few months and made thousands of dollars using it. For
example, in one case we averaged over $2,000 per day with one campaign. I know of
no other tool on the planet which can do this.
• Is the system easy to use? Absolutely...even a 7-year old child can follow the
system in minutes. I know you want to make money, but you also want a system which
is easy to follow and easy to implement. You want to see clear instructions, step-by-step
rules so you can spend as little time and fuss messing about with complicated
techniques and wasting your time.
• Do I need a lot of money to start? Nope. You can start with just a few hundred
dollars. If you've ever tried making money with Adwords, you'll know how hard it is to
make money with a small budget...but this tool is so accurate at 'pin-pointing' the best
campaigns, meaning the game is finally "loaded" in your favor.
• Will I have to sit in front of my PC for several hours throughout the day in
order to make money from the system? Absolutely NOT! So often a great
software tool comes along but lets you down because you have to sit there for hours,
following and reacting to every signal in real time, throughout the day.
And before you know it, you're spending so much time doing it that whatever money
you do make off it is not even worth the amount of time you invest using it...something
that is almost impossible to do if you still have a day job right now.
With my Google Nemesis, you'll totally be able to fit it in around your
lifestyle...
It only takes a few minutes to set up, and you can check on it every now and then to see
the results.
• And what about customer service? All too often, there's a 'take the money and
run' attitude to most of the online marketers desperately trying to sell you stuff. They
talk and talk and say all the right things to get your money, but once you have the
system they don't want to hear from you.
When you join our team of successful affiliates using the Google Nemesis, you can
email any question and my fully-trained customer service team will always give you a
full and prompt reply.
If I've learned anything in my time at the heart of the affiliate marketing
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game, it's this..
No matter what your background, education or experience...no matter what your
financial situation - a great tool of competitive intelligence like Google Nemesis which
takes the risk out of the PPC game for you, is the best thing you can ever invest in to
turn your financial life around today...before it's too late!

Why 99% of affiliates fail...
I've been marketing as an affiliate for over 3 years, and in that time, I've learnt that not just one, but
several...possibly dozens, of factors determine whether a campaign is going to be profitable or not.
The most important of these is naturally 'sales' - if you find that one magic keyword that generates all your
sales, you've clearly found a winner.
But there's a problem with this method - you need to throw tons and tons of money at Google
to even be in a position to get hold of that 'all-too-precious' profitable data.
And since most affiliates just don't have a spare $500 lying around to throw at a campaign, its no wonder
that the fat cat affiliates have been hogging all the profits.
If you try to compete without an unfair advantage, you either need to get very lucky very early on - or else
you're doomed to go broke.

Launch a profitable campaign in less time, for less money...
Now, thanks to Google nemesis you can slash the Adwords learning curve and start to see which keywords
are converting within 100 clicks or less!
This tough, expensive process is now fast, easy and actually enjoyable.
Because sales are only one of the three factors we look at when analysing keywords, you can literally predict
the success of your campaign while your competition spend thousands to get hold of the same data.
When you combine this 100% hidden formula with the fact that you will be using our already
proven formula, its not hard to see why Google nemesis gives you an unfair advantage over
the competition.
It's us versus 300,000 affiliates - and they just don't stand a chance...

Over $6,500,000,000 - why affiliate marketing is the modern day
gold rush...
Firstly, what exactly is the affiliate marketing I know and love? Technically, it's classed as the promotion of
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other peoples products for a cut of the pie - potentially a very large, lucrative cut. You promote a product,
siphon off your profit, and move onto the next one... with no customer headache, no need to handle any
product...there's pretty much no hassle at all.
Your commission can often be over half the price of the product, sometimes as much as several thousand
dollars. Pretty much every company on the planet, from Sony to Sanyo, from Microsoft to Motorola has an
affiliate program of some kind.
Often, you can make as much as 75% of the price of a product in commission...
All in all, there's no easier, and downright simpler business in the world than affiliate marketing. And last
year, according to Marketing Sherpa, affiliates globally earned over $6.5 billion.
It's a simple case of...
1. Find a product to promote - it's free to do this, and you simply need to copy and paste a link
2. You promote that link in any one of a thousand ways
3. A potential customer sees your promotion, follows your link to the product...and buys the product. You
get paid your affiliate commission, receive your check, and take your slice of the $6.5 billion pie. And
remember...
You can do it anywhere...
You can pull in thousands as an affiliate from anywhere in the world. I've made tens of thousands of dollars
across three continents.
A few minutes in the morning in the internet cafe, and the rest of your vacation is yours. Hang out with
friends, spend time with your kids, play golf... whatever you want to do, you can spend 90% of your time
doing.
And the beautiful part of this business is that you can start it instantly, without the usual
worries of a typical business:
YOU DON'T need to handle and products, or interact with any customers.
YOU DON'T need to be an expert to profit. In fact you don't need any experience, and certainly no formal
education - whether you're a high-school drop-out or a qualified neuro-surgeon, it doesn't stop you from
applying my proven Assassin system.
YOU DON'T need a website - in fact, our software automatically creates your websites for you, and comes
with cash-pulling website templates already built in, ready to go, for you to use immediately.
YOU DON'T need to fork out for any huge investments. All you need is a working internet connection, and
the discipline to follow my step-by-step instructions.
And the most exciting parts of the business are:
YOU CAN make as much as several million dollars. There's really no cap on how much money you can
money, other than your own ambition.
YOU CAN start part-time, working only a few minutes per day. You can work around your job or current
commitments, and invest as much or as little time as you want. Its such a hands-off business, that once you
get going, you can kiss goodbye to 50 hour work weeks forever.
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YOU CAN run your part-time affiliate business from anywhere on the planet - it doesn't matter where you
live, and you can easily work even while you're on vacation.

"PROOF: a system to show ordinary people how to create an extraordinary
second income... and in far less time than was thought possible..."

"I have to admit Chris, I was pretty sceptical when I heard about your latest system... I
was sceptical that it would be easy for me to clone the hottest ClickBank campaigns
using your 3-step "secret indicator" system...
I was sceptical that your "hidden tracking system" would be able to flag the profitable
keywords with less than $50 ad spend... but today, I have to admit, I am pretty
shocked. The first campaign I launched [with your system] has made me over $970 of
ClickBank sales in the last 3 days..."
Anthony Joshua
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Anyone who's ever followed a "make money" guide but didn't get the results
they wanted, badly needs to secure access to my brand new, powerful and
unique "Google Nemesis tool-kit"...
It doesn't matter whether you're a veteran marketer, or someone who's just tried a few money-making
methods and decided that the usual methods just don't work for them...
What you'll discover on the other side of the order button will turn everything you thought you knew about
affiliate marketing upside down...
And if that doesn't convince you, then let me give you a free piece of advice, a rule so devastatingly effective,
it's worth millions in the right hands....
Understand this one simple fact of life: if you want to generate serious wealth, you must
copy exactly what the seriously wealthy are doing.
Think about that for a second. Even if you don't understand why a certain method works, don't you think
the easiest and quickest way to profit is to shamelessly swipe from the guys who are already making
millions?
Isn't that by far and away your best chance to take what you want from life?

The smart wealth-seekers profit now... and ask questions later.
It was that single unshakeable rule that allowed me to leap-frog the competition and become one of the
most successful internet marketers of all-time... and its that same rule that could determine whether you
achieve everything you ever want from life, or hurtle along the same miserable path of failure that 99% of
affiliates are currently on.
And remember, affiliate marketing is already a $6 billion industry, and growing ever bigger as we speak.
The question isn't whether or not people are making money - some are making far more than either of us
could even hope to achieve.
The question then is, what do they know that you don't, and how could you ever access their
knowledge?
It's a question that 99% of the planet will never discover the answer to, but it's that very answer that lies
locked away on the other side of the download page, hidden deep in my affiliate blueprints and the
programming code that controls my $60,000 Nemesis weapon stash.
And that's why, if you're smart, you'll do absolutely everything in your power to find out exactly what kind
of smart moves the seriously wealthy are making right now... and ruthlessly clone each and every step as
you ascend the ladder to your own long-overdue freedom and success.
And that is precisely how I can help you today...

What's it worth to have a step-by-step guide to financial freedom?
What would you pay for a lifetime of financial independence? Maybe $50,000? What would it mean to go
from zero to thousands of dollars flowing effortlessly into your account every single day, what price could
you possibly attach to your own personal happiness and freedom? Perhaps $25,000?
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I can't possibly answer that question for you, but I can certainly tell you this: it would certainly be worth it after all, I made that back from just one little Google Nemesis campaign in one month.
That's a very large figure - but if I wanted to charge that price, I am sure there would be many
students smart enough to pay that price.
Let me lay my cards on the table: my team (including 2 full-time programmers) and I have spent
the last 8 months and over $60,000 in direct cash investment to develop the ultimate 'click
and profit' software - which we truly believe is the most powerful money-making tool ever invented in
Internet Marketing history...
So, anything below the $60,000 I have invested in this software - or even the $100,000 I
have invested in my programming team over the last 18 months surely represents an
incredible saving.
I have personally spent tens of thousands of dollars on software and training to learn the information that I
am about to release to you.
I've invested hundreds of hours to perfect my craft, travelled around the world to learn from the top wealthbuilders - and when you consider how much money you are currently spending chasing your dreams, you
will see what a saving even $10,000 would represent.
Just ask yourself this: what if you could use my stealth tool to "steal" some sales from under
the nose of just one underground super-affiliate, enjoying a profitable PPC campaign, selling
a ton of Clickbank ebooks everyday on Google Adwords.
What if for example, you could use my methods to 'snatch' just 3 or 4 ebook sales a day from this superaffiliate by using our software to 'zap' his campaign. That'll mean you'll be doing around 90-120 extra sales
every month.
These are sales that could put a cool $2,000-$3,000 dollars a month into your account: this is pure passive
income which you don't have to sweat for...you set it once, get it flowing and forget about it.
Now, do you begin to see the sheer scale of this affiliate marketing industry and what you
could do if you have the power to "steal" yourself a little piece of the online money pie?
And remember, using our software is your only real alternative other than having to pay me for my time.
You see, if I was to charge you for a "one on one consultation" with me, the cost (for it to even be worth my
time) would be out of the reach of most. If you remember, I made over $140,000 in just 32 days from 4 of
my accounts.
Assume I spent an hour per day on these accounts (I didn't - I spent a lot less), and assuming a five day
"workweek", my time is worth about $4,000 an hour. So, assuming you booked my in for a nine-hour day,
that cost would be... over $30,000. And that's a seriously conservative estimate.
So the software is truly your best option. I've even toyed with the idea of releasing this information at a "one
off" $10k seminar - even if I only sold 100 packages (which I know will be sold out in less than 24 hours),
this could have easily been my "million dollar payday".
So, if you were sceptical before about why I'm releasing this software, then you should be even more so now.
After all, who in their right mind would practically give away these tactics when they could make tens of
thousands a pop...without even breaking a sweat?
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If you haven't already guessed the answer, allow me to explain how a 25 year-old internet millionaire thinks.

Chris, why are you revealing these secrets - and why not for
$60,000 or more?
Firstly, giving away secrets is nothing new to me. I have built a loyal following of over 100,000 subscribers
by giving away my proven techniques. In fact, I've already made many enemies because of this, so why start
to care what the Internet gurus think now?
In fact, with my first guide, Affiliate Project X, I gave away a live $200 a day income stream for free (one
subscriber told me she quit her job off this free method - now that's what I call a testimonial).
Then, just before I released the Day Job Killer, I carried on this tradition and revealed a secret niche which
made me over $300,000. And then, for Google Nemesis, almost at a whim, I have given away a campaign
that has been making me as much as $2,000 a day.
Many of my top joint venture partners have called me crazy - but they just don't get it.
I'm not worried about doing this because I can make so much more than this, I have so many ways to make
money online, I can afford to give away a few secrets here and there. Look, I'm operating from a mindset of
"abundance" here, not "scarcity."
There's more than enough cash to go round, and I strongly believe that everyone can do well
at this.
The fact that I give out my secrets and top campaigns for free is the stuff of Internet marketing legend. It's
been proven dozens of times over, a matter of pure historical fact - I disclose more in my free
autoresponders than most of these guys do in their ebooks and 'systems.'
The question to ask, then, is not if but why...

...And the answer may shock you...
Firstly, the Internet is a massive place, with hundreds of millions of transactions each day, and quite frankly
we can both make a killing. I will never have the time to take advantage of all the opportunities on the net?
thousands of affiliate programs, with millions of keywords, and billions of searches each month. So much
potential for those who know the inside tricks. But for those who don't know where to look, it can be
downright brutal.
And do you know the truth? If I could take advantage of all of it, if I could siphon of every last one of the
millions of dollars floating around,...then I just might think twice about making my voice heard in
an industry of smoke and mirrors... that is, were it not for the second reason...
You see, at this point I have a vendetta - a score to settle. Like you, I'm tired of $10,000 seminars full of
slick marketing spiel and hard-sells, e-books rehashing the same information over and over again and
offering zero added value.
And I enjoy unsettling the "old guard" with each new release, and strengthening my
reputation as the guy who blows the cover on what really goes on behind closed doors. After
all, its this mindset that has created my current following, and ground-breaking fame, wealth and success.
Finally, I don't mean to brag but... I am simply too rich to care about the potential of becoming
even richer.
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Perhaps my joint venture partners are right ...perhaps I should be more cautious with my secrets, but the
truth is simply this: when someone so young makes so much money, so darn quickly... you cant help but
have an abundance mindset, and feel that so much more is around the corner.
So why not have a bit of fun, and bring a few more people along for the ride?
In between that cold hard fact, my personal vendetta and my supreme confidence in my own ability to
thrive in the new industry I helped mould, I will continue to defy convention and give out my secrets to all
the struggling affiliates out there for a mere pittance.

Be honest, are you living the life you choose?
Just take a moment to ask yourself: what you would do if you were to be in my shoes right now? What
would you buy? Where would you go? Would you do things for your friends and family which you
previously thought impossible for you to do?
The main benefit you derive working from home isn't the cash, the cars, or the vacations... it's the freedom
to live the life you choose, the way you choose to live it. Imagine a world with no 7am starts, commutes or
bosses - a world where the only limitation on the choices you make is your own imagination.
I'm here to tell you that this could well be your reality in as little as a few days from now - but only if you
break away from the old paradigms of failure once and for all, and embark on a radically different and
exciting path today.
It is entirely possible for you to take vacations whenever you want, spend time with your friends and family,
or splash out on that one item you have your eye on - but to do so, you must be prepared to cast off the old
techniques ands admit you need something new, something different to make it all happen.
Most importantly, think what freedom really means to YOU - and whether you are ever going to live the life
you choose if you continue along your current path.
You must be willing to grasp the opportunity while its still here...and within easy reach...

"Imagine, the Million Dollar Affiliate and His Google Nemesis
Tool-Kit at YOUR Service 24/7..."
Remember, that I am going to be holding your hand through the entire process: this exclusive club has been
setup so that there is no room for error: you literally are forced to copy the moves of a ClickBank dynamo.
Once you have accessed the members' area for the first time, you'll be able to turn on the "money-magnet"
as and when you please. It's that simple!
Here's how it all works - the super affiliate "Google triple threat"...
Exclusive Member's Card Benefit #1 - $60,000 Google Nemesis software
Your exclusive members card entitles you to full access to our special Google Nemesis software tool, which
allows you to profit with Google and ClickBank far more than ever before. You will be able to clone the same
web-site templates that pulled in $1500/day for us - and tweak them to your own desire with the click of a
mouse. Then, you can quickly predict the top converting keywords using our secret, "hidden" indicators,
allowing you a massive advantage over every affiliate in the game....
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Exclusive Member's Card Benefit #2 - Special Report: Locating the Shadow Elite Campaigns
At last you'll know exactly how much money the secret strategies of the most successful marketers could
really make you, if a particular online campaign is even worth 'cloning,' and how much time and effort the
campaign is going to take before it turns a profit and starts putting money in your pocket. What's more I'll
tell you which types of Clickbank products will make you money as an affiliate...and which ones you should
avoid like the plague. That way you'll instantly know if an online campaign is worth spending your precious
time and energy on it before you begin...No more staring at your computer screen in anger and confusion at
your zero-figures Clickbank account and sky-high PPC bills that you can't even afford to pay.
Exclusive Member's Card Benefit #3 - The ultimate job-killer video tutorial
Your journey into Google profits begins as soon as you create your online account and watch the getting
started video. It's like having me as a tutor you can constantly refer to, 24/7 in your own home. I'll walk you
through the essential background - the ins and outs of Google profiteering, setting up your first campaign
and other useful tips. Most important of all, I'll hold your hand through every stage of using the nemesis
software to kill your job. It's audiovisual and fully interactive. With each stage, you'll have the software there
and operating right in front of you, with me speaking to you and explaining exactly what's going on.
In no time, you'll be able to track real-time moves as you learn... in the comfort of your own
home... without risking a penny of your own money, while you get to grips with the software.
As I've said, it's a true point and click tool, so the tutorials wont take you too long to get through. But you'll
have this extensive, hands-on resource whenever you need it. You can review, rewind and have total control
over the pace you learn...and profit.

"Access my $60,000 Google-wealth creation system,
automated and only moments away..."
Simple 3 step process: its all automated and step-by-step...
Step 1: use Adwords intelligence to spot "shadow elite"
Step 2: use proven templates and "one click" edit your site
Step 3: quickly predict the money with my 3 hidden indicators
No need to know any html, any techie knowledge at all
Say goodbye to bloated Adwords charges today
Complete Google profiteering system
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It's simple. Google success - or your money back...
Your order is protected by my fully unconditional 56-day money-back
guarantee...
I know that you want access to the same advanced ClickBank tool that the super
affiliates use.
And I know that you have the best chance to profit with the software and training
inside my exclusive club - but I want to ensure you are fully protected, which is why
I am offering you a full 56 days to test-drive our system and see why we have
successfully trained up over 30,000 affiliates just like you in the last 2 years.
Examine my hands-off system in your home for 56 days, watch the
training videos, use the powerful software - do whatever it takes to
convince yourself that it is possible to make an excellent living, working
a few hours a week from home.
If for any reason whatsoever, you are not completely convinced and delighted, just
let me know and your membership will be cancelled, and your fee fully refunded.
You can cancel your membership at any time, and for ANY reason.
That's how certain I am that you are going to love my proven system and
make it work for you.
You will only pay another $77/month - and you will be our instant access page.
Future payments will be billed at $77 on the same day each month until you cancel
payment.
This is an opportunity that is bound to change lives - so make a decision
now...

" It's decision time: kill, or be killed... "
You can lock-in your Google Nemesis membership at the discounted
price of not the $60,000 the software cost to develop, not the $297/
month some suggested,... if you order today you can lock-in access at
the ridiculously low price of $77/month
Remember Google is a billion dollar game, and you need to use the
arsenal of a million dollar profiteer if you want to even stay alive. The
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question now is whether you want to take advantage and protect
yourself from the inevitable onslaught.
The gains are monstrous, but the losses are far, far worse for those
outside the loop.... you have been warned...
< Order Google Nemesis now >
In essence, you have no real choice. You must act fast.

Order via ClickBank's secure payment servers.
Instant access.

Privacy Policy & Terms
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